We prove that the semi-invariant ring of the standard representation space of the l-flagged m-arrow Kronecker quiver is an upper cluster algebra for any l, m P N. The quiver and cluster are explicitly given. We prove that the quiver with its rigid potential is a polyhedral cluster model. As a consequence, to compute each Kronecker coefficient g λ µ,ν with λ at most m parts, we only need to count lattice points in at most m! fibre (rational) polytopes inside the g-vector cone, which is explicitly given.
Introduction
In the previous paper [9] , we studied the semi-invariant rings SI β l pK m l,l q of the flagged Kronecker quivers K m l,l with standard dimension vector β l below 1
These semi-invariant rings are interesting because they are related to the important Kronecker coefficients. We proved that when m " 2, for each l the semi-invariant ring is an upper cluster algebra [1] . Moreover, the ice quiver of this upper cluster algebra has a rigid potential such that they form a polyhedral cluster model. Roughly speaking, this means that the upper cluster algebra has a basis parametrized by the lattice points in the µ-supported g-vector cone.
In this paper, we settle the general case. Namely, Theorem 0.1 (=Theorem 5.12). For any l, m ě 2, the semi-invariant ring SI β l pK m l,l q is isomorphic to the graded upper cluster algebra Cp r ♦ m l , r s m l ; r σ m l q. We explicitly construct an initial seed p r ♦ m l , r s m l q. Roughly speaking, the ice quiver r ♦ m l is built up in two steps. We first glue m´1 so-called diamond quivers ♦ l together, then we extend it through m frozen vertices. A single ♦ l for l " 5 is drawn in Figure 3 (right). Moreover, all cluster variables in r s m l are Schofield's semi-invariants. Each such upper cluster algebra strictly contains the corresponding cluster algebra.
The statement about the cluster model is also true for the general case.
Theorem 0.2 (=Theorem 6.22) . There is a rigid potential Ă W m l on r ♦ m l such that p r ♦ m l , Ă W m l q is a polyhedral cluster model. Actually, for the sake of exposition, we consider a quiver with potential p♦ m l , W m l q mutation-equivalent to p r ♦ m l , Ă W m l q. Let G m l be the µ-supported g-vector cone of p♦ m l , W m l q. We can explicitly describe it by stability conditions, more precisely by the dimension vectors of subrepresentations of some boundary representations of p♦ m l , W m l q. Combining with a result in the previous paper, we are able to efficiently compute Kronecker coefficients g λ µ,ν associated to all triple of partitions pλ, µ, νq of n. By definition g λ µ,ν is the tensor product multiplicity for irreducible representations of the symmetric group S n :
To author's best knowledge, this is the fastest algorithm available so far.
Theorem 0.3 (=Theorem 7.2). Let µ, ν (resp. λ) be partitions of length ď l (resp. ď m). Then
Here we write λ ω for the vector in Z m given by λ ω piq " λpiq´i`ωpiq, and set S m pλq :" ω P S m | λ ω P Z m ě0 ( . Moreover, G m l pµ, ν, λ ω q is the fibre polytope for the grading map σ m l : G m l Ñ R 2l`m . An earlier version of this paper had been finished by summer of 2016. In that version, we proved the same main results using the methods similar to those in the first paper. However, with this application in mind and motivated by the work of Gross-Hacking-Keel-Kontsevich [17] , we developed some machinery in [11] . The proof in the current version is much simpler and more conceptual than the previous one. The paper is almost self-contained -we only assume Theorem 0.1 from the first paper.
Here is the outline of this paper. In Section 1, we introduce the basic objects to study in this paper, including an important intermediate object Z m l,l . Lemma 1.6 is a key lemma. In Section 2, we introduce a special class of Schofield's semiinvariants for Rep β l pK m l,l q, which will be our candidates for the cluster variables. In Section 3, we recall the definition of graded upper cluster algebras. In Section 4, we describe the cluster structure of the coordinate algebra of Z m l,l , and make a connection with a construction of Fock-Goncharov. In Section 5, we prove our first main result (Theorem 5.12) that SI β l pK m l,l q is an upper cluster algebra. In Section 6.1, we recall the ice quivers with potentials as cluster models following [4, 20, 7] . We also recall the main results in [11] . After some technical preparation in Section 6.2, we prove in Section 6.3 our second main result (Theorem 6.22) that p♦ m l , W m l q is a polyhedral cluster model. In Section 7.1, we recap the connection to the Kronecker coefficients made in the first paper. As a consequence, we state our last main result (Theorem 7.2) on computing Kronecker coefficients. In Section 7.2, we briefly mention a description of the g-vector cone G m l (Proposition 7.3 and 7.8). We provide a detailed example when l " m " 3.
Notations and Conventions. Our vectors are exclusively row vectors. Unless otherwise stated, all modules are right modules. For a quiver Q, we denote by Q 0 the set of vertices and by Q 1 the set of arrows. Arrows are composed from left to right, i.e., ab is the path¨a Ý Ñ¨b Ý Ñ¨.
Throughout the paper, the base field k is algebraically closed of characteristic zero. Unadorned Hom and b are all over the base field k, and the superscript is the trivial dual for vector spaces. For any representation M , dimM is the dimension vector of M . For direct sum of n copies of M , we write nM instead of the traditional M 'n .
In this paper, we use the interval notation ra, bs for the sequence pa, a`1,¨¨¨, bq, and ÐÝÝ ra, bs for the reverse order sequence pb, b´1,¨¨¨, aq. Moreover, rns is a shorthand for r1, ns. Part 1. SI β l pK m l,l q as an Upper Cluster Algebra 1. Basic Objects Let X be an irreducible affine variety acted by a reductive algebraic group G. We denote by X{G :" Spec krXs G the categorical quotient (in the category of varieties). The typical situation throughout this paper is that there is a non-empty open subset X˝Ă X where the action of G is free. In particular, X˝admits a geometric quotient [21] .
Let Q " pQ 0 , Q 1 q be a finite quiver. For a dimension vector β of Q (that is an element in Z Q0 ), let V be a β-dimensional vector space ś iPQ0 k βpiq . We write V i for the i-th component of V . The space of all β-dimensional representations is
HompV tpaq , V hpaq q.
Here we denote by tpaq and hpaq the tail and head of a. The product of general linear group GL β :" ź iPQ0 GLpV i q acts on Rep β pQq by the natural base change. But in this paper we are mainly interested in the action of the subgroup SL β :" ś iPQ0 SLpV i q Ă GL β . We define the rings of semi-invariants SI β pQq :" krRep β pQqs SLβ .
We call the linear quiver A l with the standard dimension vector β l a complete flag of length l
where each linear map is injective (resp. surjective). Let F P Repβ l pA l q (resp. F P Repβ l pA _ l q) be the representation given by pI k , 0q (resp.`I k 0˘) on each arrow k Ñ k`1 (resp. k`1 Ñ k), where I k is the kˆk identity matrix.
Throughout we set G :" SL l . Let U´(resp. U :" U`) and H be the subgroups of lower (resp. upper) triangular and diagonal matrices in G. For any l P N, we let γ l :" p1, 2, . . . , l´1q so that we have the decomposition SL β l " SL γ lˆS L l . We denote by A andǍ the categorical quotient Rep β l pA l q{ SL γ l and Rep β l pA _ l q{ SL γ l respectively. The group SL γ l acts freely on Repβ l pA l q so A˝:" Repβ l pA l q{ SL γ l is a geometric quotient. SimilarlyǍ˝:" Repβ l pA _ l q{ SL γ l is also a geometric quotient. By abuse of notation, we still write F andF for the corresponding points in A anď A. Since the action of GL l commutes with that of SL γ l , the group GL l acts on A andǍ as well. As our convention, we change the left action of GL l on A to the right action by taking the inverse. Lemma 4.5] ). F¨G is the only G-orbit in A˝and the stabilizer of F h is U´for any h P H. There is an obvious dual statement forF .
Let p i (resp.p i ) be the unique path from i to l in A l (resp. from l to i iň A l ). A pair of representations pA 1 , A 2 q P Rep β l pA l q 2 is called generic if the matrix A1ppiq A2ppj q¯h as full rank for all i`j " l. Similarly, we can define the generic pair in Rep β l pA _ l qˆRep β l pA _ l q. A pair pA,Ǎq in Rep β l pA l qˆRep β l pA _ l q is called generic if the matrix App i qǍpp i q has full rank for all 1 ď i ď l´1. It is clear that a representation A (resp.Ǎ) in a generic pair lies in Repβ l pA l q (resp. Repβ l pA _ l q). A pair in A˝ˆA˝(orǍ˝ˆǍ˝, A˝ˆǍ˝) is called generic if their corresponding representations are generic. Let pAˆAq˝, pAˆǍq˝, and pǍˆǍq˝be the open subset of AˆA, AˆǍ, andǍˆǍ consisting of generic pairs. Corollary 1.2 ([11, Corollary 4.6] ). G acts freely on pAˆAq˝, pAˆǍq˝, and pǍˆǍq˝. Their quotients are all isomorphic to H.
We can reformulate the generic condition in terms of the diagonal GL l -action on AˆA and AˆǍ. It is easy to see that pA 1 , A 2 q (resp. pA,Ǎq) is generic if it is equivalent to pF, F hw 0 q (resp. pF, hF q) for some h P H under the GL l -action. Here w 0 is the longest element in the Weyl group S l of GL l .
Let K m l,l be the flagged m-arrow Kronecker quiver of length ĺ
We still denote by β l the standard dimension vector β l piq " |i| for K m l,l . We decompose the representation space as
We call a map in HompV´l, V l q a central map in Rep β l pK m l,l q. Let Repβ l pK m l,l q be the open subset of Rep β l pK m l,l q where all m central maps are invertible, and Rep 1 β l pK m l,l q be the closed subset where all m central maps are in G " SL l . We have that
Repβ l pK m l,l q{ SL β l " pAˆpGL l q mˆǍ q{pGˆGq.
Let D c P SI β l pK m l,l q be the product of central determinants D c pM q :" m ź n"1 detpM pa nfor M P Rep β l pK m l,l q.
So Repβ l pK m l,l q " Rep β l pK m l,l qzZpDq, where ZpD c q is the zero locus of D c . We define Z m l,l :" pAˆG mˆǍ q{pGˆGq.
The following lemma is a trivial fact but we will frequently use it (sometimes implicitly). Lemma 1.3. Localization with respect to an invariant commutes with taking invariants. Lemma 1.4. We have that Repβ l pK m l,l q{ SL β l " Z m l,lˆp G m q m . In particular,
Proof. Recall the equality (1.1). Consider the GˆG-action on GL l " G¸G m . Since the action is trivial on G m , we have that Repβ l pK m l,l q{ SL β l " pAˆpG¸G m q mˆǍ q{pGˆGq " Z m l,lˆp G m q m .
Equivalently we have that k " Repβ l pK m l,l q ‰ SL β l " k " Z m l,lˆp G m q m ‰ . By Lemma 1.3, we have that
For a positive integer n, we use the shorthand g rns for the alternating product
p´1q n´1 n , and gÐ Ý rns for the product in reverse order g p´1q n´1 n¨¨¨g´1 2 g 1 . Let us consider the map r π n : AˆG mˆǍ Ñ A 2ˆǍ2 given by pA, g 1 , . . . , g m ,Ǎq Þ Ñ pAg rn´1s , Ag n , gÐ Ý rnsǍ ,Ǎq, n P r2, ms even (1.2) pA, g 1 , . . . , g m ,Ǎq Þ Ñ pAg rn´1s , A, gÐ Ý rnsǍ , g nǍ q, n P r3, ms odd.
These maps followed by the quotient map A 2ˆǍ2 Ñ pA 2ˆǍ2 q{G are constant on the GˆG-orbits. By the universal property of the categorical quotient, we get a map (1.4) π n : pAˆG mˆǍ q{pGˆGq Ñ pA 2ˆǍ2 q{G.
Note that each π n is dominant. We denote the quotient pA 2ˆǍ2 q{G by X 2,2 . Let X2 ,2 be the open subset of X 2,2 where the pairs pA 1 , A 2 q, pA 1 ,Ǎ 2 q, pA 2 ,Ǎ 1 q and pǍ 2 ,Ǎ 1 q are all generic. We also define X m 2,2 to be the open subset of X 2,2 where the pairs pA 1 ,Ǎ 2 q and pA 2 ,Ǎ 1 q are generic if m is even;
Let pZ m l,l qπ be the open subset of Z m l,l such that pAg rns , Aq and pǍ, gÐ Ý rnsǍ q are generic for each even n P r2, m´1s; pAg rns ,Ǎq and pA, gÐ Ý rnsǍ q are generic for each odd n P r1, m´1s. In particular, pZ m l,l qπ is contained in the following open subset of Z m l,l pZ m l,l q˝:" pA˝ˆG mˆǍ˝q {pGˆGq. Recall that we say that g P SL l is Gauss decomposable if g " uhu for some u P U´, h P H, and u P U . Let r S l Ď SL l be some Tits' lift of the Weyl group S l . We write r w for the lift of w in r S l . Lemma 1.5. For any g P SL l , pF g,F q (resp. pF g, F q) is generic if and only if g (resp. g r w 0 ) is Gauss decomposable.
Proof. By the Bruhat decomposition we can write g as g " uh r wu with u P U´, h P H, w P r S l , and u P U . By Lemma 1.1, pF g,F q " pF h r w,F q. It is generic if and only if r w is the identity element. The argument is similar for pF g, F q.
Here is our key lemma. We suggest readers skipping its proof for the first-time read. The proof is easy to understand once readers have some pictures of Section 4 in mind.
Lemma 1.6. The restriction of the map π :" pπ 2 , . . . , π m q : Z m l,l Ñ pX 2,2 q m´1 to the open set pZ m l,l qπ is a closed embedding to pX2 ,2 q m´2ˆX m 2,2 . Proof. We first show that the map restricted to pZ m l,l qπ is injective. By the definition of π, the image π`pZ m l,l qπ˘is in pX2 ,2 q m´2ˆX m 2,2 . We have seen that pZ m l,l q˝and X2 ,2 are geometric quotients. A point in pZ m l,l q˝can be represented by pF, g 1 , . . . , g m ,F q. We keep in mind that the stabilizer of F h and hF are U´and U (Lemma 1.1). By Lemma 1.5 g 1 is Gauss decomposable, so we can assume that g 1 P H. Suppose that it has the same image as pF, g 1 1 , . . . , g 1 m ,F q with g 1 1 P H. In particular, they have the same image under π 2 : Z m l,l Ñ X 2,2 , that is,
Comparing the first and last factors in (1.5), we see that there are some u P U´and u P U such that u´1g 1 u " g 1 1 . Since g 1 , g 1 1 P H, we must have that u " u " e so g 1 " g 1 1 " h. Since the stabilizer of the generic pair pF h,F q is equal to U´X U " teu, (1.5) also implies that
2 g´1 2 P U´X h´1U h " teu, and we conclude that g 2 " g 1 2 . We will prove g i " g 1 i for i P r1, ms by induction. We have treated the initial case. Let us assume that g i " g 1 i for i P r1, k´1s and k is odd, then we consider the map π k : Z m l,l Ñ X 2,2 . We have that F g rk´1s , F, gÐ Ý rksF , g kF˘"`F g 1 rk´1s , F, g 1
By the induction hypothesis, we have that g rk´1s " g 1 rk´1s . Since the stabilizer of the generic pair pF g rk´1s , F q is teu, (1.6) implies that
By the generic assumption, gÐÝÝÝÝ rk´1s r w 0 is Gauss decomposable. For the similar reason as before, we can assume that gÐÝÝÝÝ rk´1s r w 0 " h P H. So r w 0 h´1g k´1 g 1 k h r w´1 0 P U , and thus g´1 k g 1 k P U X h r w´1 0 U r w 0 h´1 " U X U´" teu. We conclude that g k " g 1 k . Similar argument can also treat the case when k is even. Therefore we finished the proof by induction.
We remain to show that the image π`pZ m l,l qπ˘is closed in pX2 ,2 q m´2ˆX m 2,2 . Let p ij be the natural projection from X 2,2 to A 2 {G (or pAˆǍq{G) induced by mapping`A 1 , A 1 ,Ǎ 1 ,Ǎ 2˘P A 2ˆǍ2 to its i, j-th factors. We shall write p n i,j for the projection p i,j from the pn´1q-th copy in pX2 ,2 q m´1 (note that the pn´1q-th copy is the target of the map π n ). We recall from Corollary 1.2 that the quotient pAˆAq˝{G or pAˆǍq˝{G is geometric and is isomorphic to the maximal torus H Ă G. We define the map p : pX2 ,2 q m´2ˆX m 2,2 Ñ H 2p2m´3q by 1
where pi, j, k, lq " p1, 2, 3, 4q if m is odd; pi, j, k, lq " p1, 4, 2, 3q if m is even. It is easy to see from the definition of π that the image π`pZ m l,l qπ˘is equal to the inverse image p´1`p∆ H q 2m´3˘, where ∆ H is the diagonal in HˆH. This implies the closeness of π`pZ m l,l qπ˘.
Schofield's Semi-invariants
2.1. The semi-invariants s n i,j . We follow the setting in [23] . Let Q be a finite quiver and add(Q) be the additive k-category generated by Q. For each vertex i we have an object P i in add(Q) such that Hom addpQq pP i , P j q is the vector space with basis the paths from j to i including the trivial path e i if i " j. From now on, we shall write Hom Q p´,´q for Hom addpQq p´,´q. For any f P Z Q0 ě0 , we denote P pfq :" à iPQ0 fpiqP i .
We call an element f in Hom Q pP pf 1 q, P pf 0a presentation.
The weight of f is by definition f 1´f0 . From now on, we will view a weight as an element in the dual Hom Z pZ Q0 , Zq via the usual dot product.
Recall that for any presentation f of weight f with fpβq " 0, we can associate a Schofield's semi-invariant function ( [22] ) spf q defined by spf qpM q :" det M pf q, where M pf q is the matrix obtained from the transpose matrix of f by substituting each path p by M ppq. It is easy to check that spf q lies in the weight space
where by abuse of notation fpgq is the character map
In this context f is also called the σ-weight of spf q. Let K m l,l be the quiveŕ
This quiver can be obtained from K m l,l by adjoining m arrows from l to´l. We label the m new arrows by a´1 n for n P r1, ms. We impose the relations a n a´1 n " e´l and a´1 n a n " e l for each n.
So we can view each a´1 n as the formal (two-sided) inverse of a n . A representation M of K m l,l with the above relation satisfies that M pa n qM pa´1 n q and M pa´1 n qM pa n q are identity matrices.
This in particular implies that each M pa n q P GL l . Throughout this paper, a representation of K m l,l always satisfies these relations. For any finite sequence I :" pi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n q of numbers in r1, ms, we can associate a path from´l to˘l (˘depends on the parity of the length of I)
Now each triple pi, j, Iq with n odd determines a unique path from´i to j via I: p Í i,j :" p´i ,´l a I p l,j , where p´i ,´l (resp. p l,j ) is the unique path from´i to´l (resp. from l to j). In this paper, I is always a subinterval in r1, ms with usual or reverse order.
For I and J both of odd length, let f I,J i,j;k be the presentation
In this paper, we frequently abbreviate I for p Í i,k as a map in Hom K m l,l pP k , P´iq.
So we shall write P k pI,Jq Ý ÝÝ Ñ P´i ' P´j for (2.1). When i`j " k, we will write f I,J
i,j for f I,J i,j;k . So s`f I,J i,j˘i s a pure Schofield semi-invariant of weight e k´e´i´e´j . By [7, Lemma 1.8], all s`f I,J i,j˘a re irreducible. Another convention is that if i or j is zero, then we set P´i or P´j to be zero.
We extend the involution _ on the path algebra kK m l,l defined in [9] 2 to the k-category generated by K m l,l as follows. It sends the path p Í i,j to p Ð Ý Í j,i , and thus induces a map
P´j¯.
We will denote _f I,J i,j byf I,J i,j :
In most part of this paper, we only care about the cases when I " n and J " rns or rn´1s depending on the parity of n. In fact, they are
and their dualsf n i,j . We define s n i,j :" spf n i,j q andš n i,j :" spf n i,j q.
2.2.
Lifting s n i,j . In this subsection we lift each s n i,j to a function r s n i,j P SI β pK m l,l q.
Definition 2.2. For any n P r1, ms, we define r s n i,j pM q :"
s n i,j pM q det´M`a rns ev˘¯i f 1 ď i`j ă l or n is even; r s n´1 i,j pM q if i`j " l and n is odd.
where we set det´M`a rns ev˘¯: " ś iPrn´1s even det M pa i q. Similarly we define ř s n i,j by replacing s n i,j withš n i,j in the above formula.
Remark 2.3. One reason why these cases should be treated separately is that otherwise Corollary 2.7 below will not hold. More reasons can be found in Section 5.1.
We are going to show that r s n i,j is regular on Rep β l pK m l,l q. Suppose A, B, C, D are pˆp, pˆq, qˆp, qˆq matrices respectively. Consider the block matrix
Here is a standard fact in linear algebra.
Let r f n i,j be the following presentation
We remind readers that according to our convention each entry n in the matrix represents the unique path passing a n .
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that j ‰ 0, then we have that
and n is odd. In particular, r s n i,j P SI β l pK m l,l q. Proof. We only prove the statement for even n. The case for odd n is similar. We decompose r f n i,j in blocks r f n i,j "´f A fB fC fD¯, where
Let W be the m-dimensional vector space spanned by the arrows from´l to l. Let T be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GLpW q. The semi-invariant ring SI β pK m l1,l2 q is also graded by the T -weights λ. We call r σ :" pσ, λq the extended σ-weight. Note that σ-weight of r s n i,j is equal to
' % e i`j´e´i´e´j j " 0; e i`j´e´i´e´j`p r´1qpe l´e´l q i`j " l and n " 2r`1; e i`j´e´i´e´j`r pe l´e´l q otherwise .
We set ǫpkq :" p´1q k´1 . We write ras`for maxpa, 0q.
ie n j " 0; ie n`ř kPrns prǫpkqs`je k`r´ǫ pkqs`pl´jqe k q j ě 1, i`j ă l, n odd; ie n`ř kPrn´1s prǫpkqs`je k`r´ǫ pkqs`pl´jqe k q j ě 1, n even, or i`j " l, n odd.
Proof. The case when j " 0 is clear. For the rest, we observe that det a k is Thomogeneous of degree le k and s n i,j is T -homogeneous of degree # ie n`j ř kPrn´1s ǫpkqe k if n is even; ie n`j ř kPrns ǫpkqe k if n is odd and i`j ă l.
Then the result follows easily from Lemma 2.5.
Corollary 2.7. Each r s n i,j is irreducible in SI β l pK m l,l q. Proof. By [7, Lemma 1.8], it suffices to show that each pσ n i,j , λ n i,j q is an extremal r σ-weight. Any decomposition of σ n i,j into σ-weights in SI β l pK m l,l q must contain some multiple of e l´e´l , say ppe l´e´l q. According to [3, 23, 6] the semi-invariant of this σ-weight is spanned by the Schofield's semi-invariants spf q, where f : pP l Ñ pP´l. So if it is T -homogeneous, then its λ-weight must be equal to lµ for some non-zero µ P Z m ě0 . Then λ n i,j´l µ is not a λ-weight because it has some negative coordinate. A contradiction.
In view of this lemma, each r s n i,j minimally lift s n i,j to SI β l pK m l,l q. We leave it to readers to formulate the analogous statement for the duals ř s n i,j .
Graded Upper Cluster Algebras
The upper cluster algebras needed in this paper are so-called skew-symmetric and of geometric type. To define such an upper cluster algebra one needs to specify a seed p∆, xq in some ambient field F Ą k. Here, ∆ is an ice quiver with no loops or oriented 2-cycles and the extended cluster x " tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x q u is a collection of algebraically independent (over k) elements of F attaching to each vertex of ∆.
An ice quiver ∆ " p∆ 0 , ∆ 1 q is a quiver, where some vertices in ∆ 0 are designated as mutable while the rest are frozen. We denote the set of mutable (resp. frozen) vertices of ∆ by ∆ µ (resp. ∆ ν ). We usually label the quiver such that the first p vertices are mutable. Up to arrows between frozen vertices, such a quiver is uniquely determined by its B-matrix Bp∆q. It is a pˆq matrix given by
The elements of x associated with the mutable vertices are called cluster variables; they form a cluster. The elements associated with the frozen vertices are called frozen variables, or coefficient variables.
Let u be a mutable vertex of ∆. The quiver mutation µ u transforms ∆ into the new quiver ∆ 1 " µ u p∆q via a sequence of three steps.
(1) For each pair of arrows v Ñ u Ñ w, introduce a new arrow v Ñ w;
(2) Reverse the direction of all arrows incident to u;
(3) Remove all oriented 2-cycles.
We note that the mutated seed p∆ 1 , x 1 q contains the same coefficient variables as the original seed p∆, xq. It is easy to check that one can recover p∆, xq from p∆ 1 , x 1 q by performing a seed mutation again at u. Two seeds p∆, xq and p∆ : , x : q that can be obtained from each other by a sequence of mutations are called mutation-equivalent, denoted by p∆, xq " p∆ : , x : q. Let Lpxq be the Laurent polynomial algebra in x over the base field k. If ∆ is an ice quiver, we denote by L ∆ pxq the Laurent polynomial in x which is polynomial in xp∆ ν q, that is,
Definition 3.3 (Upper Cluster Algebra). The upper cluster algebra (or UCA in short) with seed p∆, xq is
Note that our definition of UCA is slightly different from the original one in [1] , where L ∆ px : q is replaced by Lpx : q. The Laurent Phenomenon [15, 1] says that a UCA contains all cluster and coefficient variables. Any UCA, being a subring of a field, is an integral domain (and under our conventions, a k-algebra). Since normality is preserved under localization and intersection, any UCA is normal. The next lemma is useful to identify a UCA as a subalgebra of some given Noetherian normal domain.
Let R be a finitely generated k-algebra. We call two elements of R coprime in codimension 1 if the locus of their common zeros has codimension ě 2 in SpecpRq. Let e be a subset of ∆ 0 . We write xpeq for the set tx e u ePe . If xpeq is contained in a ring R, then we write R xpeq for the localization of R at the product ś ePe x e . Let ∆ e be the ice quiver obtained from ∆ by freezing every vertex in e. 7]). A weight configuration σ of Z n on an ice quiver ∆ is an assignment for each vertex v of ∆ a (weight) vector σpvq P Z n such that for each mutable vertex u, we have that
By slight abuse of notation, we can view σ as a matrix whose v-th row is the weight vector σpvq. In this matrix notation, the condition (3.1) is equivalent to Bσ is a zero matrix. Given a weight configuration σ on ∆, we can assign a multidegree (or weight) to the UCA Cp∆, xq by setting degpx v q " σpvq for v P ∆ 0 . Then mutation preserves multihomogeneousity. We say that this UCA is σ-graded, and denoted by Cp∆, x; σq.
4. krZ m l,l s as a UCA 4.1. Cluster structure of krX 2,2 s. We denote the quotient pA pˆǍq q{G by X p,q . The coordinate algebra krX p,q s is the same as semi-invariant ring of the quiver representations of S p,q l with the standard dimension vector β l :
It was proved in [7] that the algebra krX 3,0 s is an upper cluster algebra. The quotient X 3,0 is isomorphic to X 2,1 and X 1,2 , which are more useful for our purpose. We shall describe the seed p∆ l , s l q for krX 2,1 s directly. To do this, we only need to specify an oriented triangle with vertices labeled by (dual) flags:
We will denote such an oriented triangle by a cyclically ordered triples, eg.,
The ice quiver ∆ l is the (ice) hive quiver of size l. It has a cyclic symmetric. However, we label its vertices by two numbers in a non-symmetric manner according to the vertices in the triangle. The labels of the frozen vertices on the sideǍ 1 A i (i " 1, 2) have zeros in their j-th coordinates (i ‰ j). The orientation of ∆ l is determined by the orientation of the triangle. Here is a picture of hive quiver ∆ 5 for the above oriented triangle. The dashed lines are called edges of ∆ l . The cluster
To define the cluster structure on krX 1,2 s we only need to dualize the construction for krX 2,1 s. Its cluster variablě s l pi, jq "š i,j is the semi-invariant associated to the projective presentatioň
We can reformulate the generic condition in terms of these s i,j on the edges.
is generic if and only if it is not vanishing on any s i,0 (resp. s i,j pi`j " lq).
Given a pair of oriented triangles, we can glue them along a pair of edges. For example,
They correspond to the gluing of two ice hive quivers of the same size by identifying frozen vertices along the common edge. After the identification, we unfreeze those frozen vertices, and add additional arrows depending on the orientations as illustrated in Figure 3 . The additional arrows are in red. The gluing on the left (resp. right) is called consistent (resp. non-consistent).
More generally, let us recall that an ideal oriented triangulation of a marked bordered surface S is an oriented triangulation of S whose vertices are the marked points of S. All triangulations in this paper will be ideal and oriented. Let T be a triangulation of a marked bordered surface S. Then we can glue ice hive quivers of size l according to such a triangulation. We denote the resulting ice quiver by ♦ l pTq. We allow self-fold triangles and two triangles glue along more than one edge. Note that they happen only when there are punctures (=marked points on the interior of S). Figure 4 is a picture for such a triangulation.
The result for krX 3,0 s has been generalized to krX p,0 s as an example in [11] . Since krX p,q s is isomorphic to krX p`q,0 s, we actually get a cluster structure for all krX p,q s. For the rest of this subsection, we shall give a seed for krX 2,2 s.
We knew from [11] that the ice quiver of the upper cluster algebra krX 4,0 s corresponds to the triangulation of a rectangle as in Figure 2 (left). However, we will consider a seed of krX 2,2 s different from the one directly transferring from that of krX 4,0 s. For this, let us recall an operation for T called twist defined in [11] . To describe this operation, we need to specify a triangle t P T and one of its edges e. The twist consists of 3 steps.
(1) Cut along the other two edges of the chosen triangle (see Figure 5 left);
(2) Change the orientation of the triangle and the identification of the two edges (the new identification is indicated by arrows, see Figure 5 right);
(3) Glue according to the new identification.
We have a few remarks. In
Step (1), if any of two edges is a part of boundary, then we do nothing for that edge. Readers should be aware that the new identification in
Step (2) is not just a naive "interchange". For example, let a be the vertex opposite to the chosen edge. According to our definition, the vertices of adjacent triangles previously glued to a will not be glued to a. Finally, we need to warn readers that this operation may alter the topology of the surface as we shall see. We denote the new triangulation (of a possibly new surface) by T t,e . Readers can find the definition of µ t,e in the proof of [11, Lemma 3.3] . Here we provide a picture for the hive quiver ∆ 5 (Figure 1 ) after applying the twist for the vertex e "Ǎ 1 .
We apply this operation to the seed transferring from krX 4,0 s. The mutated quiver, denoted by ♦ l 3 , is the ice quiver corresponding to the triangulation in Figure 2 (right). We denote such a cluster still by s l . This seed can be visualized by the following picture. Recall that we have defined the seed for each triangle. Readers may reflect for a while to convince that the semi-invariants do agree along the common edge.
3 Unfortunately we use this notation for a slightly different quiver in [9] 
Lemma 4.3. The coordinate algebra krX 2,2 s is isomorphic to the upper cluster algebra Cp♦ l , s l q. Moreover, krX2 ,2 s is exactly krX 2,2 s localizing at all frozen variables.
4.2.
Cluster Structure of krZ m l,l s. We fix an element g :" pg 1 , g 2 , . . . , g m q P G m . We shall write g´1 I :" pg I q´1. We mainly concern the two kinds of triangles in Figure 7 for n P r2, ms and their duals. By definition, the dual of such a triangle changes all g IǍ to AgÐ Ý I and all Ag´1 I to g´1 Ð Ý IǍ , and reverses the orientation. We denote the both kinds by t n and their duals byť n .
It is clear that we can (consistently) glue the right edge of t n to the left edge of t n`1 for any n. We can also (non-consistently) glue t n andť n along their bases if we introduce the G-action on A pˆǍq . We justify this by Figure 6 and the following picture (for even n), where we transfer the triangles to equivalent ones by the G-action. According to construction of the last subsection, it is clear from the right-hand side of Figure 8 that when g varies the cluster variable s l pt n ; i, jq associated to t n is equal to s n i,j and similarly s l pť n ; i, jq "š n i,j . We define the G-type of the edge Ag 1 g 2Ǎ to be g 1 g 2 . Two such edges can be identified as in Figure 6 if and only if they have the same G-type. To define the G-type of the edge Ag 1 Ag 2 , we need to fix a direction, say Ag 1 ÝÑAg 2 . In this case, we define its G-type to be g 1 g´1 2 . We remark that this direction has nothing to do with the orientations of the triangles. Then two such edges can be identified along the chosen directions if and only if they have the same G-type. Although there is an ambiguity for this G-type, the triangle rg 0Ǎ , Ag 1 , Ag 2 s is uniquely determined up to the G-equivalence by the G-types of its edges (Indeed, the G-type h 3 of Ag 1 , Ag 2 satisfies h 3 " h 1 h´1 2 or h 3 " h´1 2 h 1 where h i (i " 1, 2) is the G-type of Ag i , g 0Ǎ ). So to efficiently draw this kind of triangulation, it makes sense to introduce the edge-labeled triangles, that is, triangles with edges labeled
by their G-types. If the G-type is g rns or gÐ Ý rns , we will just label it by rns or Ð Ý rns. For example, after appropriate choice of directions, here is a picture for t n together with its adjacent triangles.
We define the oriented triangulation T m as follows. The triangles in T m are t n (n P r2, ms) and their duals. We glue them as the recipe above. We have seen that all elements in s l pt n q agree on common edges. So we obtained a set s l pT m q Ă krZ m l,l s indexed by the vertices of ♦ l pT m q. We denote p♦ l pT m q, s l pT mby p♦ m l , s m l q. Here is a picture for T 5 , where all edges with the same label are identified. Note that the leftmost diamond itself have two pairs of edges identified. It corresponds to the quiver of Figure 4 
We call such a picture the diamond view of T m . An edge labeled by n P r2, ms is called a diamond diagonal. We label the diamonds by their diagonals. A diamond is called odd (resp. even) if its diagonal is labeled by an odd (resp. even) number. This view is related to the map π " pπ 2 , π 3 , . . . , π m q in Lemma 1.6. To be more precise, let ♦ The set s m l is algebraically independent over k. Proof. By Lemma 1.6 the functional field of Z m l,l is isomorphic to that of the image of π. So kpZ m l,l q " π˚kppX 2,2 q m´1 q is generated by Ť nPrms s pnq l " s m l as a field. The Krull dimension of the integral domain krZ m l,l s is equal to 2 dim A`pm´2q dim G " pl´1qpl`2q`pl 2´1 qpm´2q.
By a simple counting, this is exactly the cardinality of s m l . Hence s m l must be algebraically independent over k.
We can also first glue all t n , and then all dualsť n together as shown below. Such a picture is called the disk view of T m . We call an edge labeled by rns or Ð Ý rns Figure 9 . Disk view of T 5 (n P rm´1s, including 1 " r1s " Ð Ý r1s) a disk diagonal. We call the edge labeled by rms or Ð Ý Ý rms the boundary. It is clear from both views that topologically we get a sphere with a disk cut out. It has m´1 punctures and 2 marked points on the boundary. However, as we shall see at the end of this subsection if the nonconsistent gluing is forbidden, then it should be a (unpunctured) pm´2q-torus with some marked boundary circle(s).
Let D h be the product of all cluster variables on the disk diagonals. 
‰˘,
which is generated by all πn pkrX 2,2 sq and inverse cluster variables on the disk diagonals. We thus get the other containment "Ď".
Let d " bc be the common edge of two adjacent triangles in T as in Figure 10 Figure 10 . The flip and keeping the remaining triangles unchanged. We denote the new triangulation by T 1 . It is well-known [14] that any two consistent triangulations of S are related by a sequence of flips. We warn readers that the flip is not defined for a pair of triangles as in Figure 2 We define an edge-labeled oriented triangulation w 0 pT m q as follows. We modify all edge-labels of T m by the action of w 0 . We must clarify what we mean by the action of w 0 on edge-labels:
w0pnq , which is not rw 0 pnqs or rw 0 pnq, w 0 p1qs in general. We also define Ð Ý w 0 pT m q as the edge-labeled triangulation obtained from w 0 pT m q by reversing the order of all edgelabels. We can easily verify that when m is odd Ð Ý w 0 pg rns q " # g´r m´n`1,ms n is even; g rm´n`1,ms n is odd, where we set g´I :" g´1 i1 g i2¨¨¨g p´1q n in . For example half of the disk views of w 0 pT 4 q and Ð Ý w 0 pT 5 q are display below (cf. Figure 9 ).
Apply a sequence of flips at the disk diagonals rm´1s, . . . , r3s, r2s and their duals to T m , then we get the triangulation T :
Proof. Let t : n be the triangle obtained from t n by replacing A by B " g´1 rmsǍ if m is even or B " g rmsǍ if m is odd. We can easily prove by induction that T : m consists of triangles t : n (n P r2, m´1s) and t : m :" rB, g 1Ǎ , As. The common edge of t : n and t : n`1 is B Ag´1 rns if n is even or B g rnsǍ if n is odd. They all have desired G-types. The situation is similar for dual triangles. Proposition 4.9. We have an isomorphism krZ m l,l s -Cp♦ m l , s m l q.
Proof. By Corollary 4.6, we have that krZ m l,l s D h " Cp♦ m l , s m l q D h . The same arguments can show that the equality also holds for the seed p♦ m l , s m l q : corresponding to T : m , that is, krZ m l,l s D :
. Moreover, by Lemma 4.8 and [11, Lemma 4.14] the two seeds are mutation-equivalent so that Cp♦ m l , s m l q " Cp♦ m l , s m l q : . We notice that T m and T : m do not have any disk diagonal in common. Let X :" Spec`krZ m l,l s˘and Y :" Spec`Cp♦ m l , s m l q˘. We have a regular birational map X Ñ Y induced by the inclusion of Corollary 4.6. To show it is in fact an isomorphism, it suffices to show according to [24, Corollary 1 of II. 4.4] that ZpD h qXZpD : h q has codimension 2 in X. Recall that each function in s l pT m q and s l pT : m q is irreducible. Since X is factorial ( [21] ) and all irreducible factors in D h and D :
h are distinct, we conclude that the intersection has codimension 2.
The above proof is similar to that of [11, Theorem 4.15] . As remarked there, condition for Y required in [24, Corollary 1 of II.4.4] is being nonsingular, but we see from the proof that it can be weakened as being locally factorial.
In the end, we make a connection to the Fock-Goncharov's construction [12] , in which non-consistent gluing is not allowed. Proof. It is not hard to show by induction that after applying such a sequence of twists, we get the same triangulation of dual disk but it will be glued to the other disk differently. We note that all gluing is consistent now. Then we glue the two disk pieces along the edge labeled by 1. We obtained a polygonal presentation of a pm´2q-torus with a boundary on a 2m-gon. Moreover, we see that when m is odd two edges rms and Ð Ý Ý rms are glued to a (boundary) circle, and each vertex is identified to a marked point on the boundary. When m is even, rms (or Ð Ý Ý rms) is glued to itself and form a boundary circle. Here is a picture for m " 4.
We remark that after applying the twists the cluster variables in the interior of each dual triangle are no longer given by the recipe described in Section 4.1.
We label the vertex pi, jq in ∆ l pt n q (resp. ∆ l pť n q) by p n i,j q (resp. p n_ i,j q). Throughout the paper, we shall use the notation p nY i,j q for p n i,j q or p n_ i,j q, andv for p n_ i,j q if v " p n i,j q. Since vertices on the edges will be identified, it is good to resolve the ambiguity. We shall use (1) p n i,0 q instead of p n_ i,0 q for each n; (2) p n´1Y 0,j q instead of p nY 0,j q for even n; (3) p n´1Y i,j q instead of p nY i,j q for i`j " l and odd n. Readers can find a quiver in such a labeling in Figure 12 .
In particular, we have an exchange relation in krZ m l,l s at each mutable vertex in p♦ m l , s m l q. We record these exchange relations at edge vertices, which are needed in Section 5.1. We set s n 0,0 " s n l,0 " 1 in (4.1) below. n is even and i`j " l. 5. SI β l pK m l,l q as a UCA 5.1. Lifting the seed p♦ m l , s m l q. We are going to extend and lift the seed p♦ m l , s m l q to a seed p r ♦ m l , r s m l q such that the cluster variables in r s m l are regular functions on Mod β l pK m l,l q :" Rep β l pK m l,l q{ SL β l . We first notice that the m central determinants are regular functions on Mod β l pK m l,l q. So we add them as m frozen variables to p♦ m l , s m l q. We label the frozen vertex corresponding to det a n by n. Next, we lift the cluster s m l to a cluster r s m l . The natural candidate for r s m l pt n ; i, jq is r s n i,j . We see directly from Definition 2.2 that all r s n i,j 's agree on the diagonals. We shall prove that with this natural choice we are able to lift the exchange relations as well.
Lemma 5.1. Let f and g be two T -homogeneous regular functions on Rep 1 β l pK m l,l q. Suppose that the T -weights of f and g are λ 1 , λ 2 with λ 1´λ2 non-negative and s :" f {g is also regular on Rep 1 β l pK m l,l q. Then s is regular on Rep β l pK m l,l q.
Proof. For any representation M P Repβ l pK m l,l q, we can write M as tN for some t P pG m q m and N P Rep 1 β l pK m l,l q. This is possible since we are working over algebraically closed fields. Then spM q " f ptN q{gptN q " t λ1´λ2 f pN q{gpN q. Since f {g is regular on Rep 1 β l pK m l,l q, we see that it is regular on Repβ l pK m l,l q. Moreover, by taking the limit t Ñ 0 we see that s is regular on Z :" ! M P Rep β l pK m l,l q | M pa n q " 0, n P rms ) . The locus of indeterminacy of s is a closed set contained in a union of irreducible subvarieties of Rep β l pK m l,l q defined by vanishing of central determinants. We note that the set Z is contained in every irreducible subvariety cut out by det a n . We conclude that the locus of indeterminacy has codimension at least two. Since Rep β l pK m l,l q is normal, the function s is in fact regular everywhere.
Definition 5.2. A vertex is called edge if it lies on an edge of a hive. It is called corner if it is on a corner of a hive (there are 6 corner vertices on a hive).
Corollary 5.3. The exchange relations (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) are satisfied by the minimal lifts r s n i,j except at corner vertices p n l´1,0 q for each n, p n 0,l´1 q for odd n, and p n l´1,1 q for even n.
Proof. If v " p n i,j q is a non-edge vertex, then we have the exchange relation s n i,j s n i,j 1 " s n i,j´1 s n i`1,j s n i´1,j`1`s n i,j`1 s n i´1,j s n i`1,j´1 . We first check using Lemma 2.6 that r s n i,j´1 r s n i`1,j r s n i´1,j`1 and r s n i,j`1 r s n i´1,j r s n i`1,j´1
have the same λ-weight equal to 3ie n`ř pPrn´1s prǫppqs`3je p`r´ǫ ppqs`3pl´jqe p q, which is greater than the λ-weight of r s n i,j . So by Lemma 5.1, there is some s n i,j 1 regular on Rep β l pK m l,l q. If v is an edge vertex, then we have three kinds of exchange relations (4.1)-(4.3). The verification is similar. For example, for (4.2) we check using Lemma 2.6 that for j ă l´1, r s n 1,j r s n`1 1,j´1 and r s n 1,j´1 r s n`1 1,j have the same λ-weight greater than that of r s n 0,j . The exchange relations cannot be trivially lifted at the three kinds of corner vertices. For example, when j " l´1 the definition of r s n 1,j in (4.2) has a different formula (see Definition 2.2). We need to make use of the m new frozen variables to repair them. Here is the recipe.
Corollary 5.4. We have exchange relations in SI β l K m l,l at those corner vertices after we add (1) an arrow from p n l´1,0 q to n for each n; (2) an arrow from n to p nY l´1,1 q for even n; (3) an arrow from n to p nY 0,l´1 q for odd n ě 3. Proof. (1) corresponds to the exchange relation (4.1) when i " l´1. We recall that s l,0 " 1 by definition. By lemma 5.1 and (4.1) it suffices to check that r s l´1,1 ř s l´1,1 r s l´2,0 and r s l´2,1 ř s l´2,1 detpa n q have the same λ-weight, which is greater than that of r s n l´1,0 . We note that λ-weight of det a n is le n . (2) corresponds to the exchange relation (4.2) when j " l´1. We check that r s n 1,l´1 r s n`1 1,l´2 detpa n q and r s n 1,l´2 r s n`1 1,l´1 have the same λ-weight, which is greater than that of r s n 0,l´1 . (3) corresponds to the exchange relation (4.3) when i " l´1 and j " 1. We check that r s n l´2,1 r s n`1 l´1,0 detpa n q and r s n l´1,0 r s n`1 l´2,1 have the same λ-weight, which is greater than that of r s n l´1,1 . Here is picture for l " 4. The left one is for even n and the right one is for odd n ě 3. We omit n in the labels of vertices and write pi,ǰq for p n_ i,j q. We also provide a (half) disk-view for l " m " 4. The two frozen vertices 3 in the picture should be identified.
Corollary 5.5. The semi-invariant ring SI β l pK m l,l q is a subalgebra of the upper cluster algebra Cp r ♦ m l , r s m l q. Proof. Since s m l is algebraically independent, we see from Lemma 1.4 that r s m l is also algebraically independent. We check the conditions in Lemma 3.5. The condition (1) is verified by Corollary 5.3 and 5.4. The condition (2) almost follows from Corollary 2.7. Indeed, since SI β l pK m l,l q is a UFD, it suffices to show that each r s n i,j is not a factor of pr s n i,j q 1 . But this is clear from the difference of their r σ-weights. Figure 11 . The lifted even diamond (left) and odd diamond (right) Cluster structure of SI β l pK m l,l q. We first recall a lemma in [11] . We fix a set of frozen vertices e of r ∆. Let ∆ be the full (ice) subquiver of r ∆ obtained by forgetting e. It follows from [11, Lemma 2.2] and the remark afterwards that Lemma 5.6. Suppose that Bp∆q has full rank. Then for any seed p r ∆, r xq, there is some x such that Cp r ∆, r xq r xpeq " Cp∆, xq b krr xpeq˘1s. The cluster x can be explicitly constructed as in [11] but we do not need it here.
The next lemma can be easily proved by [11, Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 ].
Lemma 5.7. The B-matrix of ♦ m l has full rank. Recall that D c " ś m n"1 s n is the product of central determinants.
Corollary 5.8. We have an isomorphism SI β l pK m l,l q Dc -Cp r ♦ m l , r s m l q Dc .
We extend the notion of Gauss decomposable to D. We say g P D is Gauss decomposable if it is in D˝. For an odd number k P rms, let pZ m,k l,l qπ be the (dense) subset of Z m,k l,l where g rns and gÐ Ý rns are Gauss decomposable for each odd n and g rns r w 0 and gÐ Ý rns r w 0 are Gauss decomposable for each even n.
Lemma 5.11. The restriction of the map π :" pπ 2 , . . . , π m q : Z m,k l,l Ñ pX 2,2 q m´1 to the dense set pZ m,k l,l qπ is an embedding.
Proof. The proof is almost the same of Lemma 1.6. A point in pZ m,k l,l q˝can be represented by pF, g 1 , . . . , g m ,F q. Suppose that it has the same image as pF, g 1 1 , . . . , g 1 m ,F q. In particular, they have the same image under π 2 : Z m,k l,l Ñ X 2,2 , that is, pF g 1 , F g 2 , g´1 2 g 1F ,F q " pF g 1 1 , F g 1 2 , g 1 2´1 g 1 1F ,F q in X 2,2 . We keep in mind that (5.1) F h " Fĥ and hF "ĥF ,
and their stabilizers are U´and U respectively. Since g 1 and g 1 1 are Gauss decomposable, we can assume that g 1 , g 1 1 PĤ if k " 1, otherwise g 1 , g 1 1 P H. In any case, in view of (5.1) the same argument as in Lemma 1.6 shows that g 1 " g 1 1 and g 2 " g 1 2 . The rest of the induction is conducted similarly. Let r σ m l be the weight configuration given by r σ m l pvq equal to the r σ-weight of r s m l pvq. It follows from Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.9 that Theorem 5.12. The semi-invariant ring SI β l pK m l,l q is isomorphic to the graded upper cluster algebra Cp r ♦ m l , r s m l ; r σ m l q.
Part 2. The Cluster Models 6. The QP Models 6.1. The QP models of UCA. In [4] and [5] , the mutation of quivers with potentials is invented to model the cluster algebras. Following [4] , we define a potential W on an ice quiver ∆ as a (possibly infinite) linear combination of oriented cycles in ∆. More precisely, a potential is an element of the trace space Trp x k∆q :" x k∆{r x k∆, x k∆s, where x k∆ is the completion of the path algebra k∆ and r x k∆, x k∆s is the closure of the commutator subspace of x k∆. The pair p∆, W q is an ice quiver with potential, or IQP for short. For each arrow a P ∆ 1 , the cyclic derivative B a on x k∆ is defined to be the linear extension of
For each potential W , its Jacobian ideal BW is the (closed two-sided) ideal in x k∆ generated by all B a W . The Jacobian algebra Jp∆, W q is the quotient algebra x k∆{BW . If W is polynomial and Jp∆, W q is finite-dimensional, then the completion is unnecessary to define Jp∆, W q. This is the situation assumed throughout the paper.
The key notion introduced in [4, 5] is the mutation of quivers with potentials and their decorated representations. Since we do not need the mutation in an explicit way, we refer readers to the original text. Unlike the quiver mutation, the mutation of IQP is not always defined for any sequence of (mutable) vertices because 2-cycles may be created along the way. A sequence of vertices is call admissible for an IQP if its mutation along this sequence is defined. In this case the mutation of IQP in certain sense "lifts" the quiver mutation. If all sequences are admissible for p∆, W q, then we call p∆, W q nondegenerate. Definition 6.1 ([4] ). A potential W is called rigid on a quiver ∆ if every potential on ∆ is cyclically equivalent to an element in the Jacobian ideal BW . Such a QP p∆, W q is also called rigid.
It is known [4, Proposition 8.1, Corollary 6.11] that every rigid QP is 2-acyclic, and the rigidity is preserved under mutations. In particular, any rigid QP is nondegenerate. Let ReppJq be the set of decorated representations of Jp∆, W q up to isomorphism. Let K b pproj -Jq be the homotopy category of bounded complexes of projective representations of J, and K 2 pproj -Jq be the subcategory of 2-term complexes in fixed degrees (say´1 and 0). There is a bijection between two additive categories ReppJq and K 2 pproj -Jq mapping any representation M to its minimal presentation in ReppJq, and the simple representation Sù of k ∆0 to P u Ñ 0. We use the notation P pβq for À vP∆0 βpvqP v , where β P Z ∆0 ě0 and P v is the indecomposable projective representation corresponding to the vertex v. The weight vector of a projective presentation P pβ 1 q Ñ P pβ 0 q is equal to β 1´β0 . Definition 6.3. The g-vector gpMq of a decorated representation M is the weight vector of its image in K 2 pproj -Jq. Definition 6.4 ([2]). To any g P Z ∆0 we associate the reduced presentation space PHom J pgq :" Hom J pP prgs`q, P pr´gs`qq, where rgs`is the vector satisfying rgs`puq " maxpgpuq, 0q. We denote by Cokerpgq the cokernel of a general presentation in PHom J pgq.
Reader should be aware that Cokerpgq is just a notation rather than a specific representation. If we write M " Cokerpgq, this simply means that we take a presentation general enough (according to context) in PHom J pgq, then let M to be its cokernel. For a vector g P Z ∆0 , we write x g for the monomial ś vP∆0 x gpvq v . For u P ∆ µ , we set y u " x´b u where b u is the u-th row of the matrix Bp∆q, and let y " ty u u uP∆µ . Definition 6.6 ( [20] ). We define the generic character C W : Gp∆, W q Ñ Zpxq by
where Gr e pM q is the variety parameterizing e-dimensional quotient representations of M , and χp´q denotes the topological Euler-characteristic.
It is known [7, Lemma 5.3 ] that C W pgq is an element in Cp∆q. Note that C W pgq has a well-defined g-vector g, so we have that Gp∆, W q Ď Gp∆q. 6.2. Some sequences of mutations. The following lemma can be easily verified by the involutive property of the mutation. Lemma 6.11. Let ∆ be an ice quiver and e be a vertex of ∆. Let µ be a sequence of mutations away from e. We apply µ to ∆, delete e, and then apply µ backwards. We end with the ice quiver ∆ with e deleted.
Consider the following hive strip of length n`1. The vertex n can be frozen or mutable.
The sequence of mutations p0, 1,¨¨¨, n´1q transforms the quiver into
l rather than r ♦ m l because this makes proofs simpler. Definition 6.14. Let ∆ be a quiver and u a set of vertices of ∆. The minimal extended subquiver of u in ∆ is the smallest (not necessarily full) subquiver of ∆ containing all arrows coming out and going into u.
We come back to the hive strip of length n`1. Lemma 6.15. Let I " pi 1 , i 2 ,¨¨¨, i l q P rn´1s be an increasing sequence. We first mutate along I, then along rn´1szI in the increasing order. Then we obtain the following minimal extended subquiver of t0, nu. n´1
Proof. We shall prove by induction on the length of I. We set i 0 " 0 and i l`1 " n. Note that the sequence of mutations is equivalent to the sequence pi 1 , a 1 , i 2 , a 2 ,¨¨¨, i l , a l , a l`1 q, where a k is the sequence pi k´1`1 , i k´1`2 ,¨¨¨, i k´1 q. Here is the quiver after the mutation at i 1 .
Then by a similar induction as in the proof of Lemma 6.12, we can show that the minimal extended subquiver ρ 1 of ri 1`1 , n´1s Y t0, nu is the following.
The vertex i 1 p´1q is i 1´1 if i 1´i0 ą 1; otherwise it is i 1 . Since the later mutations are all in ri 1`1 , n´1s, this is the only relevant part. Although the shape of this quiver is slightly different with the original one, the minimal extended subquiver ρ 2 of ri 2`1 , n´1s Y t0, nu after mutating along pi 2 , a 2 q is of the same shape but of shorter length (just replacing i 1 by i 2 in the above picture). Similarly the vertex i 2 p´1q is i 2´1 if i 2´i1 ą 1; otherwise it is i 2 . We can thus prove by induction that the same holds for the minimal extended subquiver ρ l of ri l`1 , n´1s Y t0, nu after mutating along pi l , a l q.
In the end, the last sequence of mutations a l`1 transformations the quiver ρ l to Lemma 6.18. Let v be a frozen vertex of ♦ m l and p v be the path defined above. We assume that v ‰ v˚. We first mutate at each cross-vertex of p v for v " p m i,j q, then mutate at each non-cross vertex along this path. In this way, we optimize the frozen vertex v (in fact both v and v˚).
backwards to recover the original shape (Lemma 6.11). We finish the proof by induction. 6.3. p♦ m l , W m l q is a cluster model. Let a be the sum of all east arrows in the diamond view of ♦ m l . Let b (resp. c) be sum of all southwest (resp. northwest) arrows in the even diamonds and all northwest (resp. southwest) arrows in the odd diamonds. These arrows are also called of type A, B, and C respectively. We remark that the arrows 1 0,j`1 Ñ 1 0,j are summands in both b and c. We hope that Figure 13 is helpful for readers. We define the potential W m l :" abc´acb. We call an oriented cycle a 3-cycle if it consists of three arrows. After a short reflection, we can see that the definition can be rephrased as follows. W m l is the alternating sum of all 3-cycles, except that we only take two 3-cycles from the subquiver (6.1). The Jacobian ideal BpW m l q is generated by the elements e u 1 pbc´cbqe u , e u 1 pca´acqe u , e u 1 pab´baqe u for u ‰ p 1 0,j q, p 2 1,0 q mutable, (6.2) and u and u 1 lie on the same side of diamond diagonals;
pbc´cbqe u , pac´abqe u for u " p 1 0,j q; (6.3) pbc´cbqe u for u " p 1 0,1 q; (6.4) pbc´cbqe u , ace u , abe u for u " p 2 1,0 q; (6.5)
The requirement for u and u 1 in (6.2) simply excludes the elements e 2_ 1,j´1 pab´baqe 2 1,j and e 2 1,j´1 pca´acqe 2_ 1,j . They should be excluded because for example e 2_ 1,j´1 bae 2 1,j is not contained in any 3-cycle and e 2_ 1,j´1 abe 2 1,j is zero. We denote the Jacobian algebra Jp♦ Proof. We need to show that every cycle up to cyclic equivalence is zero in the Jacobian algebra J m l . By repeatedly applying (6.2) and cyclic equivalence, we can make any 3-cycle equivalent to cbae v or bcae v (depending on whether it is above or below the diamond diagonal) for some frozen v, which is zero in J m l by (6.6). For any cycle not hitting the edge 1, it must contains all three types of arrows. By (6.2) it is equivalent to a cycle containing some 3-cycle. Now let s be any cycle hitting the edge 1, then it must pass at least two vertices on that edge. So s contains a subpath of form p " e u 1 ap 1 be u or p " e u 1 ap 1 ce u where u " p 1 0,j q and u 1 " p 1 0,j 1 q; the path p 1 does not hit the edge 1. Suppose that we are in the former case (the latter can be treated similarly). If p 1 contains a type C arrow, then by relations (6.2) and (6.3) or (6.4) we get a 3-cycle acbe u . So we can assume that s contains only two types of arrows and write s " e u 1 a r b s e u . By (6.2) we can move the last a to the right and get s " e u 1 a r´1 b s´1 abe u . If j ą 1, then s ą r ą 1 and by the relation abe u " ace u of (6.3) we come back to the case when s contains three types of arrows. If j " 1, then we get abe u " 0 by (6.5).
Theorem 6.22. The rigid potential IQP p♦ m l , W m l q is a polyhedral cluster model and its Jacobian algebra is finite-dimensional. 7.1. Recap from the previous paper. Suppose σ is a weight such that SI β pK m l,l q σ is non-zero, then it is clear from [3, Theorem 3] that σp´iq ď 0 and σpiq ě 0 for any i P r1, ls. For such a weight σ we associate two partitions µpσq :"´l´σ p´lq , . . . , 2´σ p´2q , 1´σ p´1q¯˚a nd νpσq :"´l σplq , . . . , 2 σp2q , 1 σp1q¯˚, where˚is the transpose of a partition.
Recall that W is the m-dimensional vector space spanned by the arrows froḿ l to l. Let U be the subgroup of upper-triangular matrices in GLpW q. We write SI β pK m l,l q σ,λ for the weight λ component of SI β pK m l,l q σ . For ω P S m , we write λ ω for the vector in Z m such that λ ω piq " λpiq´i`ωpiq. Let S m pλq :" ω P S m | λ ω P Z m ě0 ( . Proposition 7.1 ([9, Corollary 3.2 and 3.4]). The dimension of SI β pK m l,l q U σ,λ is equal to g λ µpσq,νpσq , which can be computed by the formula g λ µpσq,νpσq " ÿ ωPSmpλq sgnpωq dim SI β pK m l,l q σ,λ ω . Now Theorem 5.12 and 6.22 imply that a basis of SI β pK m l,l q is parametrized by µsupported g-vectors in p♦ m l , W m l q, which is given by lattice points in some rational polyhedral cone. We denote this cone by G m l . For the weight configuration σ on ♦ m l viewing as a map G m l Ñ R n , we denote G m l pσq the fibre polytope at σ. Then it follows that each weight multiplicity SI β pK m l,l q σ,λ is counted by the lattice points in G m l pσ, λq. We remain to explicitly describe the polyhedral cone G m l . It turns out that it is defined by dimension vectors of subrepresentations of some representations. 7.2. The g-vector cone G m l . Recall that the frozen vertices of ♦ y m l are p mY i,j q with i`j " l if m is even or p mY 0,j q if m is odd. For each frozen vertex v we define its predecessor v 1 to be p mY i`1,j´1 q if m is even or p mY 0,j`1 q if m is odd. If v 1 is undefined (eg., i " l´1 for even m or j " l´1 for odd m), then v is called terminal. Let a v 1 ,v be the unique arrow from v 1 to v.
Let for v " n P r1, ms. Here k n are sufficiently large integers such that T v is not supported on any n P r1, ms for a general morphism f v : I v Ñ À m n"1 k n I n .
It is easy to see that T n " I n (n P r2, ms) is the indecomposable module (of dimension p1, 1,¨¨¨, 1q) supported on the (diamond) diagonal of the diamond n. The module T 1 " I 1 is a (1-dimensional) simple module. We are going to give a concrete description of T v for v R rms.
Let p be a path v 0
where v i 's may not be all distinct. We can attach a uniserial representation Sppq of ∆ with its basis elements m vi labeled by v i . The action of arrows on Sppq is given by m vi´1 a i " m vi and m vj a i " 0 otherwise. Proof. Since T v is not supported on any frozen vertex in r1, ms, we see that it is in fact a representation of p♦ y m l , W m l q, which is te restriction of p♦ m l , W m l q to ♦ y m l . Let J m l :" Jp♦ y m l , W m l q. Applying the functor Hom J m l pJ m l ,´q to (7.1), we get the exact sequence
where I v is the indecomposable injective representation of J m l . Let us assume that m is even and v " p m i,j q (other cases can be treated similarly). Then the arrow a v 1 ,v is of type C and the path p v is of form e w b s e 1 0,j a r e v . For any path p in ♦ y m l , we denote by rp˚s the equivalence class of its dual iǹ J m l˘˚. Let p be a maximal path such that rp˚s P I v is in the kernel of a v 1 ,v . It is easy to see that the last arrow of p must be of type A unless p is trivial. If the second last arrow of p is of type B, then by (6.6) p is equivalent to a zero path. If the second last arrow of p is of type C, then by (6.2) rp˚s does not lie in the kernel of a v 1 ,v . Inductively using (6.2), we can show that the last part of p must be of the form e 1 0,j a r e v . We claim that the previous arrow must be 2_ 1,j´1 Ñ 1_ 0,j " 1 0,j . Indeed, unlike the other cases, we cannot exchange b and a in e 2_ 1,j´1 bae 2 1,j . Then the similar argument shows that the rest of p must be of the form e w b s e 1 0,j . Throughout the proof we do not have any other choice for p, p is in fact the maximal one, and any path such that its dual in Ker a v,v 1 is a subpath of p. This is easily seen to be equivalent to what we desired. We note that when v ‰ v˚, each T v contains a maximal vertex: If v R r1, ms, the vertex v˚is maximal in T v . If v " n is even (resp. odd), p n 1,0 q (resp. p n l´1,0 q) is maximal in T v . 
